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Multistep carcinogenesis through sequential cycles of mutation and clonal succession is usually described as tumor progression, or the clonal evolution of tumor cell populations. However, many mutations found in cancers are also compatible with normal appearing phenotypes and therefore genetic progression may precede tumor progression. To better characterize such pretumor progression (mutations in the absence of visible phenotypic changes), a quantitative model was developed that postulates most oncogenic cancer mutations first accumulate in normal appearing colon crypt niche stem cells. Each crypt contains multiple stem cells, and random niche stem cell loss with replacement eventually leads to the loss of all stem cell lineages except one. This niche succession or crypt clonal evolution is similar to the clonal succession of tumor progression except it does not require selection or change visible phenotype. Mutations may sequentially accumulate during stem cell clonal evolution either through drift (passenger mutations) or selection. To determine the feasibility of pretumor progression, mutation rates sufficient to recreate the epidemiology of colorectal cancer were estimated. Pretumor progression may completely substitute for visible tumor progression because it is theoretically possible for all cancer mutations to first accumulate in normal appearing colon with normal replication fidelity. Elevated mutation rates or tumorigenesis may be unnecessary for early progression.

(Cancer is thought to progress through sequential clonal expansions or clonal evolution. An adenoma-cancer sequence describes colorectal tumor progression but is limited to events relatively late in life because adenomas usually appear after the age of 50 years. Does anything important happen before visible tumorigenesis? Potentially many of the mutations found in cancers may first accumulate earlier in life because many oncogenic mutations are also compatible with normal phenotypes. For example, individuals with heterozygous APC and mismatch repair germline mutations are born with normal appearing colons. Most mutations fail to expose a gatekeeper defect and could accumulate before tumor formation. Therefore, genetic progression (the accumulation of mutations eventually important to a cancer phenotype) may precede tumor progression.

The phenotype of a cancer cell progenitor for the majority of its lifetime is a stem cell because mutations in nonstem cells will not accumulate. For example, a cancer cell in a 70-year-old may have 1 year with a cancer phenotype, 10 years with an adenoma phenotype, and 59 years with a stem cell phenotype. Despite this lengthy stem cell prelude, stem cell biology is irrelevant to tumor progression because most mutations presumably accumulate in tumor cells and not stem cells. A description of tumorigenesis such as the adenoma-cancer sequence does not require knowledge of stem cell properties, which is fortunate because very little is currently known about human stem cell biology. However, incorporation of stem cell biology into progression could potentially improve the understanding of how cancers eventually arise. Events that occur in stem cells before tumor progression are defined as pretumor progression.

Human colon crypt stem cells cannot be directly identified or isolated. Each crypt appears to contain multiple stem cells, but there are no visible markers or traits that distinguish nonstem cells from stem cells. Stem cells are not intrinsically immortal but instead appear to be extrinsically defined by signals from a niche. Cells within a niche are stem cells whereas nonstem cells are outside of a niche (Figure 1). Little is known about human stem cell niches because niche biology is typically studied in model systems that allow fate mapping. Recent studies using methylation changes as stem cell fate markers reveal human colon crypts also maintained by niches. A baseline human scenario suggested 64 stem cells (with ~2000 total crypt cells) per crypt that divide
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every day.\textsuperscript{10} Approximately 95\% of the time a stem cell divides asymmetrically to yield one stem cell daughter and one daughter that leaves the niche and differentiates. Sometimes a stem cell will become extinct (2.5\% of the time) when both daughter cells leave the niche, balanced by another stem cell that produces (2.5\% of the time) two stem cell daughters.\textsuperscript{10} This population type mechanism (random loss with replacement) normally occurs in all niches and does not require mutation or selection. Eventually this drift results in the periodic loss of all stem cell lineages except one, or niche succession (Figure 1).

Inherent niche turnover potentially imposes a Darwinian challenge because stem cells differentiate and die all of the time, and the majority of stem cell lineages become extinct. Therefore, clonal evolution occurs throughout life and not just during tumor progression. In clonal evolution, populations periodically experience bottlenecks when-

---

**Figure 1.** A: Human crypts contain ~2000 cells. Most crypt cells differentiate, migrate, and die, replenished by a smaller number of stem cells present near crypt bases. There are 64 stem cells per crypt in our baseline model. Only four stem cells per crypt are illustrated. Stem cells are not immortal but rather are extrinsically defined by niches (yellow). Most of the time (\( p_1 = 0.95 \)) stem cell division is asymmetrical. Sometimes (\( p_2 = 0.025 \)) a stem cell lineage will produce two differentiated daughter cells and become extinct, balanced by another lineage that produces (\( p_2 = 0.025 \)) two stem cell daughters and expands. B: Random stem cell loss with replacement or drift eventually results in the loss of all current stem cell lineages except one. This bottleneck resembles the clonal evolution of tumor progression except the clonal evolution of stem cell populations is visibly occult and inherent, requiring neither mutation nor selection. Stem cell somatic mutations (\textit{small circles}) have uncertain fates because their stem cells (\textit{colored circles} represent different lineages) have variable fates. Neutral or passenger mutations are usually lost because only one current stem cell lineage will survive niche succession. A neutral mutation may also be fixed when it occurs in the stem cell that eventually drifts to niche dominance. Stem cells with selective mutations may be fixed faster and more frequently.

---

the clonal evolution of tumor populations\textsuperscript{1} involves visible sequential selection cycles by individual tumor cells with more fit phenotypes. Occult clonal evolution also occurs in crypts whenever progeny from a single stem cell displace all other competing stem cell lineages and attain crypt dominance (Figure 1). Crypt niche succession is repetitive and in one scenario\textsuperscript{10} recurs with a median interval of 8.2 years (95\% intervals between 2.7 and 19 years). A stem cell destined to transform must survive multiple potential crypt extinction cycles or bottlenecks.

If pretumor progression eventually contributes to carcinogenesis, at least some mutations must accumulate in stem cells and progeny of these stem cells must persist. Most pretumor oncogenic mutations are likely initially neutral because they cannot visibly alter stem cell phenotype. Whereas neutral mutations have no formal roles in tumor progression, stem cells with initially neutral pre-tumor mutations may attain dominance or fixation simply through drift because niche populations are small relative to visible tumors. For example, although TP53 mutations are common in colorectal cancers, TP53 mutations are also consistent with normal phenotypes.\textsuperscript{2} Even without a change in visible phenotype, a stem cell with a new TP53 mutation may eventually dominate its niche through drift, which increases the chance for another sequential mutation. However, most neutral or passenger mutations will be lost during pretumor progression because most stem cell lineages (63 of 64) normally become extinct.

Some mutations may also enhance niche survival in the absence of visible changes because stem cell turnover is normally invisible. For example, a mutation may confer a selective advantage and relative immortality to its stem cell by decreasing its chance of leaving the niche. Stem cells with such mutations would tend to persist and have a greater potential for subsequent progression. Intestinal stem cell properties appear to be controlled genetically because mutations in Tcf-4 deplete crypt stem cells in mice.\textsuperscript{11} Therefore, mutations altering the TCF/\( \beta \)-catenin pathway might be more common in cancers if they confer niche survival advantages during pretumor progression.

Conceivably most of the oncogenic mutations found in cancers may accumulate during pretumor progression by clonal evolution analogous to tumor progression—sequential cycles of mutations in stem cells followed by crypt niche dominance by the mutant stem cells. Pretumor progression (Figure 2) is fundamentally different from tumor progression (Table 1). Pretumor progression is not merely early tumor progression because mutations accumulate in tumor cells during tumorigenesis and confer visible phenotypic changes. In contrast, mutations confer no visible changes during pretumor progression and accumulate in stem cells. A visible clonal expansion marks the change from a stem cell to a tumor cell, or the transition between pretumor and tumor progression (Figure 2).

Pretumor progression must be modeled and inferred because it occurs in the absence of visible changes. A number of other investigators have described how early mutations may accumulate.\textsuperscript{5,12–17} Similarly, we take a
multistep approach in which oncogenic mutations sequentially accumulate from birth but fail to confer visible changes in phenotype until transformation. Our model incorporates niche biology, recognizing that neutral pretumor mutations are subject to underlying stem cell turnover and selective mutations may change stem cell turnover. In this article we describe the model and test it for feasibility against the epidemiology of colorectal cancer. Can stem cells accumulate all of the mutations necessary for transformation without evoking increased mutation rates or tumorigenesis?

**Materials and Methods**

**The Model**

Our model for progression to cancer is that when a single cell accumulates $k$-specific mutations, a cancer quickly develops. These mutations may be acquired in any order. Unlike clonal growth models (eg, Armitage and Doll$^{17}$), before the first stem cell accumulates these $k$ mutations there is no growth, and indeed the tissue appears normal and healthy.

The human colon is lined with $\sim 15$ million crypts (C Potten, personal communication).$^{18}$ These crypts are believed to evolve independently. Each crypt contains on the order of four to several hundred stem cells.$^{15}$ It is believed that there is a balance between the stem cells dying and producing new stem cells so that the number of stem cells in each crypt remains approximately constant. The relevance to cancer modeling is that when a new stem cell is produced it inherits the same mutations as its parent, and possibly acquires more.

**We consider two models for crypt dynamics. The first model is a neutral model and is described in Yatabe and colleagues;$^{10}$ it is illustrated in Figure 3, scenario B. This model is called neutral because the genealogy of the stem cells is independent of their mutations. Each crypt contains a constant number $n$ of stem cells. In every generation, all of the stem cells simultaneously die and produce two new cells. From these $2n$ new cells, $n$ become the next generation of stem cells (and the other $n$ become nonstem cells that do not further concern this model). Conditional on the number of stem cells remain-
ing constant, each deceased stem cell produces one new stem cell with probability \( p_i \), zero new stem cells with probability \( p_{0i} = (1 - p_i)^2 \), and two new stem cells with probability \( p_{2i} = (1 - p_i)^2 \). Previously \( p_i \) has been estimated to be 0.95. The time until the first stem cell accumulates \( k \) mutations in this general model is less than for the case \( n = 1 \) (only one stem cell per crypt, scenario A in Figure 3). Below we argue that this time is also greater than for the case \( p_i = 1 \) (each of the \( n \) stem cells has independent lineages, scenario C in Figure 3).

The second model is a sweep model: once a stem cell acquires a mutation this mutation quickly sweeps to fixation in the crypt. This model is illustrated as scenario D in Figure 3. The motivation is that stem cells possessing the mutation have more stem cell descendents than those stem cells not possessing it.

**The Time to Cancer**

Let \( \mu_i \) be the probability a new stem cell acquires the \( i \)th mutation (the units are per cell per generation). For the neutral model and the case \( n = 1 \), the probability one stem cell lineage acquires the \( i \)th mutation in \( d \) or less generations is

\[
q_i = 1 - (1 - \mu_i)^d.
\]

This is one minus the probability the lineage has not acquired the mutation in \( d \) generations. Let \( m \) be the number of crypts. Because we assume the crypts evolve independently and the mutations are acquired independently and in any order, the probability at least one stem cell in any of the crypts accumulates the \( k \) mutations in \( d \) or less generations is

\[
F_i(d) = 1 - \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{k} q_i \right)^m.
\]  

For the case \( n = 1 \), equation 2 is the cumulative probability that a patient aged \( d \) stem cell generations has developed cancer. For the case \( n > 1 \) and \( p_i = 1 \), the analysis is the same except there are \( n \) times more independent lineages. Therefore the probability that at least one stem cell in any of the crypts accumulates \( k \) mutations in \( d \) or less generations is

\[
F_i(d) = 1 - \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{k} q_i \right)^m.
\]  

For the sweep model, assuming \( n \mu_i \ll 1 \), the mutation rate is \( n \) times as large, implying the probability one crypt acquires the \( i \)th mutation in \( d \) or less generations is

\[
q_i = 1 - (1 - n\mu_i)^d,
\]

and the probability at least one stem cell in any of the crypts accumulates \( k \) mutations in \( d \) or less generations is

\[
F_i(d) = 1 - \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{k} q_i \right)^m.
\]  

We are interested in the time the first cell in any of the crypts accumulates \( k \) mutations. If we view the time the first cell in a single crypt accumulates \( k \) mutations as a random variable, then we are interested in the minimum of \( m \) random variables, where \( m \) is the number of crypts. Because we have assumed the different crypts evolve independently, and there are a large number of crypts, this problem is an application of extreme value theory (eg, Ferguson19). It follows from this theory that the distributions in equations 2, 3, and 5 approximately follow the Weibull distribution. The Weibull distribution has two parameters \( \gamma \) and \( k \), and the following distribution function

\[
F_{\text{w}}(d) = 1 - \exp(-\gamma d^k).
\]

Consider the geometric mean of the \( k \) mutation rates

\[
\mu = \left( \prod_{i=1}^{k} \mu_i \right)^{1/k}.
\]

Then for the neutral model, case \( n = 1 \), the parameter \( \gamma \) is related to the model parameters by the following equation

\[
\gamma = m^{1/k} \mu.
\]

We see this by comparing equation 2 to its limit equation 6. For the second case of the neutral model, the case \( n > 1 \) and \( p_i = 1 \), we use equations 2 and 3 to see that

\[
\gamma = (nm)^{1/k} \mu,
\]

whereas for the sweep model, we use equations 1 and 4 to see that

\[
\gamma = m^{1/k} (n\mu).
\]

Consistent with the observation of Armitage and Doll,14 for both models the hazard rate is log-log linear. Although the model allows different mutations to have different rates, for the type of data we consider in this study it is only possible to infer their geometric mean.

In this paragraph, we argue that for the general neutral model (\( n > 1, p_i < 1 \)) the time until the first stem cell accumulates \( k \) mutations is bounded by the two cases of one stem cell per crypt (\( n = 1 \)) and each stem leaving exactly one stem cell descendent (\( p_i = 1 \)). For each crypt in the neutral model, there is one stem cell lineage that is the ancestor for all future generations. The case \( n = 1 \) is equivalent to considering only this lineage. Then for any time, the probability one stem cell has accumulated \( k \) mutations is less for the case \( n = 1 \) than for \( n > 1 \). Next we show that the case \( p_i = 1 \) provides the opposite bound for the general neutral model. In Figure 3, \( Y_1 \) and \( Z_1 \), are the number of mutations the two stem cells acquired in the indicated generation; and \( Y_2 \) and \( Z_2 \) are the number of new mutations acquired by the two new stem cells in the next generation. \( Y_1, Z_1, Y_2, \) and \( Z_2 \) are independent and identically distributed random variables. In scenario B, the lineages are dependent (one stem cell leaves two new stem cell descendents, whereas the other stem cell leaves no stem cell descendents); in scenario C the lineages are independent. For the dependent case,
the probability that both stem cells have less than \( k \) mutations is
\[
P(Y_1 + Y_2 < k, Y_1 + Z_2 < k) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} P(Y_1=j) P(Y_2<j) P(Z_2<k-j) - \sum_{j=1}^{k} P(Y_1=j) P(Y_2<j) \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{k} P(Y_1=j) P(Y_2<j) P(Z_2<k-j) .
\]
(11)

For the independent case, the probability is
\[
P(Y_1 + Y_2 < k, Z_1 + Z_2 < k) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} P(Y_1=j) P(Y_2<j) \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{k} P(Y_1=j) P(Y_2<j) .
\]
(12)

By Jensen's inequality,\(^{20}\) equation 11 is more than equation 12. This argument extends to an arbitrary number of stem cells and generations. Therefore for any time, the probability one stem cell has accumulated \( k \) mutations is greater for the case \( p_1 = 1 \) than for \( p_1 < 1 \). Exactly where between the two bounds the inferred mutation rate lies is a function of the parameter \( p_1 \). But as we see from equations 8 and 9 for relevant \( n \) and \( k \), the two bounds are close (eg, if \( n = 100 \) and \( k = 5 \), the two bounds differ by a multiplicative factor of \(-2.5\)). In the Results section, the two bounds we give for \( \mu \) for the neutral model are obtained from equations 8 and 9 using the 95% credibility region for \( \gamma \). For the sweep model, we use equation 10 and the 95% credibility region for \( \gamma \).

**Ascertainment Bias**

The data set we consider lists the age of patients when they are diagnosed with colon cancer.\(^{21}\) Because all these patients eventually develop cancer there is an ascertainment bias. Let \( S(t) \) be the probability a person is still alive after age \( t \). We approximate this function by using values from a table (National Center for Health Statistics. GMWK 310 1999 for white males in the United States. http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/datawh/statab/unpubd/mortabs/gmwk310_10.htm. May 2003). This table incorporates deaths from all causes. The probability a patient is diagnosed with cancer in the time interval \( (t_1, t_2) \) conditioned on this happening before he dies, is the probability a stem cell accumulates \( k \) mutations for the first time in the interval \( (t_1, t_2) \) and the patient is still alive when this happens, divided by the probability this event happens in any time period. In mathematical terms, the conditional probability is
\[
H_{s,k}(t_1, t_2) = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} S(z) dF_{s,k}(z)}{\int_{0}^{\infty} S(z) dF_{s,k}(z)} .
\]
(13)

To derive this equation we consider two independent random variables: the first drawn from the death table distribution and the second from our pretumor progression model distribution. If the second random variable is

less than the first then the patient develops cancer. Because colon cancer is a relatively minor cause of death, the assumption of independence is appropriate. Because we only know the age of diagnosis in resolution of years \( t \), the probability a patient develops cancer at age \( t \) is \( H_{s,k}(t, t+1) \), which we abbreviate \( H_{s,k}(t) \). By the same logic, the cumulative probability someone has developed cancer before age \( t \) (without any conditioning) is
\[
l_{s,k}(t) = \int_{0}^{t} S(z) dF_{s,k}(z) .
\]
(14)

We use equation 14 in Figure 4. The difference between equation 14 and equation 6 (which is the limit of equations 2, 3, and 5) is that equation 6 assumes the person has lived for \( d \) stem cell generations.

**Bayesian Inference**

We take a Bayesian approach. Given the data, we want to infer the parameters \( k \) and \( \gamma \). The data \( \Delta = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\} \) are the ages of patients when they are diagnosed with cancer.\(^{21}\) Using Bayes' rule
\[
P(k, \gamma | \Delta) = \frac{P(\Delta | k, \gamma) P(k, \gamma)}{P(\Delta)}
\]
(15)

We assume a uniform prior \( P(k, \gamma) \) on the number of mutations \( k = \{2,3,\ldots,9\} \) and \( \gamma = [0.001,0.1] \) per year. The uniform prior on \( \gamma \) translates to a uniform prior on \( \mu \); however, the values depend on \( k \), which model we are considering, the parameters \( m \) and \( n \), and the stem cell division rate. For all values of \( k \) the mode of the posterior appears to be contained in the prior for \( \gamma \), giving us confidence we have chosen this prior appropriately. We then use equation 15 to compute numerically the posterior \( P(k, \gamma | \Delta) \). Finally we use a range of estimates for \( m, n \), and the stem cell division rate to infer a range for \( \mu \) for the two models.
Table 2. Estimates for Mutation Rates ($\mu$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One stem cell division per week</th>
<th>One stem cell division per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 1, m = 10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.5-5.7 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>7.9-8.1 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 1, m = 20 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4.8-4.9 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>6.8-7.0 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 4, m = 10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4.2-5.7 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>6.0-8.1 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 4, m = 20 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>3.6-4.9 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>5.7-8.0 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 100, m = 10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>2.2-5.7 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>3.1-8.1 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 100, m = 20 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>1.9-4.9 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>2.7-8.0 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 1, m = 10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.5-5.7 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>7.9-8.1 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 1, m = 20 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4.8-4.9 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>6.8-7.0 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 4, m = 10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>1.4-1.4 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>2.0-2.0 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 4, m = 20 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>1.2-1.2 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>1.7-1.8 \times 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 100, m = 10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.5-5.7 \times 10^{-8}</td>
<td>7.9-8.1 \times 10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 100, m = 20 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4.8-4.9 \times 10^{-8}</td>
<td>6.4-7.0 \times 10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n =$ number of stem cells per crypt; $m =$ number of crypts per colon.

Results

A common criticism of both multistage and multihit models is that they require unrealistically high mutation rates. Paraphrasing Stein,\textsuperscript{16} if the mutation rate is $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-6}$ per cell generation, then a five-hit event will require on the order of $10^{25}$ to $10^{30}$ generations; and based on the number of cells in the human body, predicted cancer incidence rates are many orders of magnitude lower than observed. However, this calculation assumes that all mutations occur in one cell generation. Instead let us consider our neutral model for the case of a single stem cell per crypt ($n = 1$). Equation 2 is the cumulative probability a person aged $d$ stem cell generations has developed cancer. We will assume the person has lived this long and consider the following parameters: 15 million crypts ($m$), five mutations required for cancer ($k$), and 3120 stem cell divisions ($d$, for each stem cell lineage one generation per week for a 60 year old). If the mutation rate per division is $10^{-6}$ then the cumulative probability a 60 year old has developed cancer is $4.4 \times 10^{-6}$; and if the mutation rate is increased to $10^{-5}$ then the cumulative probability is 0.34. If we increase the number of stem cell divisions to 21,840 (so for each stem cell lineage, one generation per day for a 60 year old) then for the above range of mutation rates the cumulative probability range increases to 0.068 to 0.99. For both the case $n > 1$, $\rho_1 = 1$ of the neutral model and the sweep model, the cumulative probabilities will be higher. This example shows our model can produce reasonable cancer incidence rates with normal replication fidelity.

We use equation 15 to infer model parameters from colorectal cancer epidemiology.\textsuperscript{21} For this data set the posterior is completely concentrated on five mutations required for cancer ($k$). The 95% credibility region for $\gamma = [0.0072, 0.0074]$ per year. Table 2 shows how these $\gamma$ values translate to estimates of the mutation rate per division ($\mu$) as a function of the two models and the different model parameters. A higher stem cell division rate naturally translates to a lower mutation rate per division. Other than this, the inferred rates are relatively robust to model parameters except for the sweep model that is sensitive to the number of stem cells per crypt ($n$).

With on the order of 100 stem cells per crypt, the inferred mutation rates for the sweep model are two orders of magnitude lower than for the neutral model. Assuming a baseline model\textsuperscript{10} with 15 million crypts ($m$), 64 stem cells per each crypt ($n$), and one stem cell division per day, for the neutral model the inferred mutation rate is $3.2 \times 10^{-7}$ to $7.4 \times 10^{-7}$. For the sweep model and the same parameters, the mutation rate decreases to $1.1 \times 10^{-8}$ to $1.2 \times 10^{-8}$. If some of the mutations are neutral and others are positively selected for, then the inferred mutation rate would be between these two models’ estimates. Using these parameters, Figure 4 shows the predicted (equation 14) cumulative probability of cancer as a function of age. Comparisons with the SEER data\textsuperscript{21} indicate that our model can produce reasonable cancer incidence rates with normal replication fidelity.

Discussion

A pretumor progression model specifies that stem cells accumulate mutations stochastically and sequentially from birth in normal appearing colon (Figure 2). Pretumor progression has similarities and differences with tumor progression (Table 1). Mutations accumulate in stem cells during pretumor progression whereas mutations accumulate in tumor cells during tumor progression. Pretumor progression ends with visible tumor formation. Although the adenoma-cancer sequence implies that most mutations accumulate during tumor progression, a tumor progenitor spends the majority of its lifetime as a stem cell because adenomas and cancers usually appear after the age of 50 years.\textsuperscript{2,22} Calculations illustrate potentially all oncogenic mutations found in cancers may first accumulate with normal replication fidelity in normal appearing colon.

Our pretumor progression model uncouples genetic from phenotypic progression and implies tumorigenesis requires the accumulation of multiple interacting mutations. Instead of incremental changes in tumor size and phenotype with each mutation during tumor progression, individual oncogenic mutations initially fail to confer visible changes during pretumor progression. Consistent
with pretumor progression, engineering a tumor phenotype from a normal human cell requires multiple changes. Moreover, correction of cancer defects often suppresses tumorigenicity rather than causing an incremental decrease in tumorigenicity. Many alterations may be found even in small adenomas, suggesting genetic instability early in tumor progression. An alternative explanation is pretumor progression because an occult series of mutations could precede any tumor. The potential to accumulate many cancer mutations during pretumor progression may help explain some cancers that appear shortly after negative clinical examinations.

### Lottery-Like Accumulation of Stochastic Mutations

Pretumor progression mutation rates are likely to be close to normal and therefore \( \sim 10^{-6} \) to \( 10^{-8} \) per gene per division. It may be difficult to accumulate multiple oncogenic mutations with such low rates, suggesting progression involves development of a mutator phenotype that increases mutation rates or clonal expansions that increase numbers of cells at risk. However, instead of a focus on the acquired neoplastic potential of a few initiated cells, our model starts from birth and the entire colon is preneoplastic as all stem cells remain potential tumor progenitors. The probability that an average cell accumulates multiple mutations within a lifetime is low, but a more relevant question is when the first cell out of millions acquires a critical number of mutations. By chance, one cell may accumulate many more mutations than the average cell even when mutation rates are equal for all cells.

The process is analogous to number picking in a lottery. Although the odds of winning for any given player may be extremely low (say 1 in 120 million), the players that win the lottery play far fewer than 120 million attempts. Our pretumor progression model is similar to a lottery because a large number of stem cells are at risk. Although the probability any given stem cell accumulates a rare combination of mutations in a lifetime is incredibly small, the probability just one of the many stem cells accumulates these mutations is not nearly as small.

The lottery-like aspect of our model (a rare winner among millions of losers) implies cancer cells contain many mutations because of chance. One way to distinguish between chance and an increased mutation rate is to examine prospectively for an ability to pick new mutations. Consistent with chance, mismatch repair proficient cancer cell lines acquire new mutations at rates similar to normal cells. Another way to distinguish between chance and an increased mutation rate is to examine random cancer genome segments. With an elevated mutation rate, mutations should be common throughout a tumor genome but with a lottery-like process (a few lucky hits in the right places), mutations should be concentrated in critical oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes. Consistent with luck, recent sequencing studies did not detect widespread sequence changes in random portions of mismatch repair-proficient colorectal cancer cell lines. A lottery-like process can also account for the presence but relative rarity of somatic mutations in normal colon. Most lottery players pick zero or only a few correct numbers. Similarly TP53 mutations are detectable in normal colon but at extremely low frequencies.

### Clonal Evolution of Stem Cell Populations

Clonal evolution is predicated on competition and change, features inherent to stem cell niches. Stem cells compete because they are not immortal but rather multiple stem cell turnover in crypts. Stem cell populations and their mutations continuously change as individual lineages become extinct or dominant from random stem cell loss with replacement. A stem cell that does not persist cannot transform.

The clonal evolution of tumor populations is driven by mutations acquired in single tumor cells that confer selective advantages over surrounding cells, resulting in clonal dominance. Clonal evolution also occurs in crypts whenever progeny from a single stem cell completely populate a niche, but is inherent, visibly occult, and does not require mutation or selection. The small size of stem cell niche populations allows for drift, and passenger mutations (neutral mutations or mutations with minimal selective value) may increase in frequency and become fixed whenever they occur in the stem cell that attains dominance. Therefore, sequential cycles of clonal dominance by mutant stem cell populations may occur without selection, changes in phenotype, or tumorigenesis. Niche dominance because of drift is slow (median time, 8.2 years) and most neutral mutations will be lost because only one current stem cell lineage attains future dominance.

Mutations may also influence survival if they confer an increased ability for their stem cells to remain within a niche, which may increase the probability and decrease the time of fixation. Any niche advantage is constrained during pretumor progression because by definition, a visible change in phenotype may not occur. However, selective sweeps would be allowed because stem cell turnover is normally occult to morphological examination. Interestingly, mutations in the WNT signaling pathway are frequent in colorectal cancers and change stem cell survival in model systems. Alteration of a \( \beta \)-catenin homologue changes stem cell survival probabilities in Drosophila niches. Tcf-4 is needed for intestinal stem cell survival and with \( \beta \)-catenin, mediates cell position and differentiation in murine crypts.

### Pretumor Progression Pathways to Cancer

Pretumor progression links stem cell turnover with stochastic mutations, with or without selection. Rates of progression can be calculated for a few defined scenarios (Figure 3). The slowest scenario involves a single stem cell per crypt. The fastest scenario involves multiple stem cells per crypt and selective mutations that are immediately fixed by clonal evolution. A realistic scenario likely involves multiple stem cells per crypt and clonal evolution.
with combinations of neutral and selective mutations. Mutation rates for all scenarios (Table 2) are within the range of normal replication fidelity,\(^{12,30}\) indicating all cancer mutations may first accumulate during pretumor progression.

Of note, with multiple stem cells per crypt and neutral mutations, both total numbers of stem cell divisions (or age) and how long stem cell lineages persist influence progression (Figure 5). For example, progression is faster if stem cell lineages are immortal (never become extinct) and all mutations persist. Progression is slower with crypt clonal evolution as most niche stem cell lineages and their mutations become extinct. Differences in clonal evolution intervals allow crypt mutations to accumulate at different frequencies even though they arise at the same rates (Figure 5). Unlike the inevitably forward selection for more aggressive phenotypes during the clonal evolution of tumor progression, pretumor clonal evolution can be a protective or anti-tumorigenic mechanism because mutant stem cells may be lost (Figure 6). Pretumor progression to cancer is faster with longer intervals between niche bottlenecks (slower clonal evolution), which more resemble immortal stem cells, as initially neutral mutations persist longer (Figure 5). Niche clonal evolution rates appear to be genetically modulated and influence progression because stem cell clonal evolution intervals (but not division rates) are longer in some familial adenomatous polyposis crypts compared to nonfamilial adenomatous polyposis crypts.\(^{36}\)

Other investigators also incorporate crypt niche biology into progression models,\(^{15,37,38}\) noting that small niche populations influence progression because drift rather than selection may be more important for mutation fixation. They conclude mutations leading to chromosomal instability may also precede tumorigenesis. Our model describes essentially the same niche biology but concludes most oncogenic mutations, including some leading to genomic instability,\(^{39}\) may precede tumorigenesis by assuming early mutations do not immediately confer tumor phenotypes. Furthermore, we analyze the theoretical implications of our model with experimental data in two subsequent articles.\(^ {36,39}\)

**Summary**

A number of colorectal cancer models\(^ {1,2,12-15,40}\) are consistent with its biology but propose other progression pathways. Distinguishing between models is problematic and no single model may describe all cancers. For example, pretumor progression may be followed by an adenoma-cancer sequence. Pretumor progression follows the logic of clonal evolution\(^ 1\) without evoking tumorigenesis, increased mutation rates, or selection at every
stage. Although challenging to analyze, pretumor progression imposes relatively few biological conditions on mutation rates or effects. Mutations start to accumulate from birth at normal rates in stem cells. Mutation combinations eventually confer tumor phenotypes, but individual mutations may initially hitchhike along with the inherent clonal evolution of stem cell niches. Selective pretumor mutations merely eliminate other stem cells during niche turnover.

Modeling pretumor progression may be fundamentally easier than tumor progression because normal appearing crypts intrinsically limit possible changes and parameters. Whatever happens during pretumor progression cannot change visible phenotype. In contrast, tumor progression models must account for greater variations in clone sizes, division or mutation rates, and physiology. Many mammalian tissues appear to be maintained by niches and better knowledge of how stem cells compete and turnover may help explain pretumor progression for different cancer types.

A major problem with pretumor progression is the absence of tangible evidence for its existence. Pretumor progression must be inferred because it lacks visible changes. Although it is feasible to accumulate all cancer mutations during pretumor progression, the model is dependent on a number of assumptions. Unconfirmed are numbers of stem cells, how often they divide and exit a niche, stem cell mutation rates, numbers of rate-limiting cancer mutations, and the very existence of crypt niches. Our model is dependent on these assumptions and therefore its calculations and conclusions remain unconfirmed.

Yet a major strength of our approach is its assumptions because they construct a very specific pretumor progression model. Instead of a nebulous period before tumor progression, our model defines an active but otherwise occult prelude of mutation and clonal evolution (Figure 2). If stem cell niches exist, pretumor mutations would be captive to their inherent rhythms of extinction and dominance. Application of the model with the same assumptions to a variety of data sets should provide a clearer understanding of what may or may not occur during pretumor progression. In the following articles, we analyze our model with two familial cancer syndromes, hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer and familial adenomatous polyposis. We demonstrate mismatch repair loss likely occurs late during hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer pretumor progression. Some heterozygous APC mutations appear to confer selection and enhanced stem cell survival in normal appearing familial adenomatous polyposis crypts.
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